
NOME Gallery is pleased to present Hard Copy, Matthew Plummer-Fernandez’s first solo show. 

Long fascinated by the resilience of pop icon shapes, Plummer-Fernandez expands on his ideas about illusory images,
material, and copyright to generate a new version of familiar faces. 

Plummer-Fernandez shows a series of new sculptures and prints that challenge our notion of an object insofar as they are
works generated from the same code but represented in different forms.

The four sculptures are derived from 3D models of popular cartoon characters that the artist found online and remixed in
order to obtain a new version of these pop icons: “Every Mickey”, “Merge Simpson”, “Gogogogogoku”, and
“Spongebool” are new forms of the popular cartoon characters.

As writer Joanne McNeil describes them: “every shape seems to be contorted to the very precipice of an
unrecognizable state. Any additional pixelation or pinching would subject the forms to the myriad possibilities of the
viewer’s imagination.”   

The prints are generated by converting the 3D model into an image file, a process which also serves to conceal the
original source. The 3D model’s geometry is mapped onto a color range, resulting in a colorful flat surface that represents
the characters. By creating different forms from the same code, Matthew Plummer-Fernandez questions the inner nature of
an object, disputing the relationship between a genotype and a phenotype.

Opening: 6 November, 6pm
Exhibition: 7 November – 23 December, 2015



M A T T H E W P L U M M E R - F E R N A N D E Z

Currently based in London, British Colombian artist and researcher Matthew Plummer-Fernandez produces altered
data files and distorted 3D printed objects as “remixed” abstract artworks of geometric beauty. Customized software,
replicability and generative techniques are the focus of his explorations of the automated systems operating within
digital culture and the physical world. His artistic practice embraces the serendipity of digital glitch, both as a playful
reinterpretation of imperfection as an aesthetic value and as a means of examining issues regarding the use of free
software applications and copyright protected objects.

Plummer-Fernandez has developed his investigations of how advances in digital technology transform our
relationships with everyday objects through projects such as the Digital Natives sculpture series (2012), and Disarming
Corruptor, a free software application that corrupts and encrypts 3D files beyond recognition. The application allows
authorized users to reverse the process, to subsequently reveal and share the file’s original nature. Honored with the
Award of Distinction at Ars Electronica 2014, the application has provoked a compelling critical debate on file sharing
censorship and intellectual property claims, especially with regard to 3D printing and the sharing of illegal items.

Plummer-Fernandez is also the creator of Novice Art Blogger, a tumblr bot based on deep learning algorithms
developed by scientists at the University of Toronto for analyzing and reviewing art. Launched in January 2015, the
project now has over 10,000 followers and has become the starting point for a practice based PhD funded by the Arts
and Humanities Research Council at Goldsmiths, University of London, where he has worked as a research assistant
and visiting tutor.

His work has been commissioned by Rhizome, Arts Co, It’s Nice That, and Selfridges. He has shown in galleries and
museums worldwide, including the Musée d'Art Contemporain de Montréal; Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens;
Cyberarts / Ars Electronica, Linz; The Barbican, London; and Brighton Digital, Brighton. 
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